Ensure emergency messages reach
all recipients in your organization
Desigo CC for Desigo Mass Notification

Desigo Mass Notification from Siemens
leverages your organization’s local
networks to provide truly effective
communication that reaches your
audience wherever they are.

Communication effectiveness
DesigoTM Mass Notification of Desigo CCTM
is an efficient and flexible application that
uses today’s most common communication
technologies to provide notification functionalities to the Desigo CC building management platform. It is a premise-based alerting
system that gives you full coverage.
Moreover, it allows for routine and emergency communication integration with
social media and bulk messaging provider
services to deliver meaningful, relevant
critical information.
Desigo CC for Desigo Mass Notification:
‒‒ utilizes a centralized portal to seamlessly integrate diverse communication technologies,
‒‒ ensures event handling, monitoring
and integration of premise-based
devices as well as monitoring of all
connected devices,
‒‒ automatically initiates emergency
events in the system with key trigger
mechanisms,
‒‒ allows for efficient recipient targeting
and quick configuration of messages
under stressful situations (from text,
to audio) with guided prompts,
‒‒ leverages your current infrastructure
and integrates key communication
modalities,

‒‒ offers operator-specific configuration
of the user interface to create optimized working conditions,
‒‒ provides a consistent, streamlined
operator experience,
‒‒ includes an organized, clear user interface to easily manage all incoming
alerts and outgoing messages,
‒‒ enables operators to use the easy dial
feature to remotely call in (with the
proper authorization) and to initiate an
incident over the phone,
‒‒ provides customized wizards to guide
operators step by step and offers a
workflow-driven structure.
With Desigo CC for Desigo Mass Notification,
you can ensure that your routine and critical
messages are effectively broadcast and
that they reach all intended recipients.
You will enjoy peace of mind, knowing
your personnel can execute and efficiently
deliver appropriate responses (based on
well-prepared action plans) for routine
and emergency situations. The system is
easy to use and operate, enabling operators to provide efficient and appropriate
communication when it matters most.

www.siemens.com/desigocc
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Desigo Mass Notification ensures appropriate operator response and compliance
with your company’s emergency response
plan. You can enforce your plan by delivering
reliable, effective and targeted emergency
messages at the push of a button.
Flexibility and scalability
Desigo Mass Notification integration
capabilities leverage existing infrastructure
to provide flexible and scalable solutions.
Desigo CC gives you a centralized, yet customizable platform to integrate and
streamline the management of single or
multiple disciplines, from building management up to fire safety and security,
for example, mass notification.

supports current enhanced functionality as well as future technologies: textto-speech engines, bulk service messaging, digital signage and other
services from recognized domain
experts
‒‒ It enables centralized emergency
management across multiple buildings
in a campus deployment. It also allows
customizing the interface and tailoring
the operator’s workflow with specialized templates – whether your site is
small or complex. Using a centralized
dashboard and a consistent workflow-based interface, operators can
reliably manage, track and review
multiple emergency incidents

‒‒ It centrally delivers emergency notifications and provides critical incident
management across a variety of audible
and visual communication modalities.
Our flexible licensing concept offers
solutions to satisfy all needs, from
those wishing to start small to those
requiring sophisticated multi-modal
integration. The open architecture

Desigo Mass Notification gives you the
flexibility to grow and expand as your
situations demand. It grows with your
requirements, providing the flexibility
needed for you to expand, upgrade and
integrate with existing technologies.
Enjoy a high return on your investment
by leveraging your existing communication infrastructure.
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The information in this document contains general descriptions of technical options
available, which do not always have to be present in individual cases. The required
features should therefore be specified in each individual case at the time of closing
the contract. The document contains a general product overview. Availability can
vary by country. For detailed product information, please contact the company office
or authorized partners.

Highlights
■■

Centralized portal integrates
various communication technologies, from premise-based
to cell phones, social media
alerting and bulk messaging

■■

Streamlined activation allows
operators to easily open and
initiate an incident

■■

Messages are predefined or
customizable (editable on the
fly), immediate or scheduled,
and targeted to specific zones,
individuals, groups or devices

■■

Incident and notification
browser screens allow easy
browsing of active and closed
incidents and corresponding
messages

■■

Powerful platform from strong
global supplier meets your
building control and safety
needs today and prepares you
for tomorrow’s challenges

■■

Open, flexible platform protects
your long-term investment
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